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E

xchange-traded funds (ETFs)
have been a disruptive force
within the asset management
industry. ETFs have succeeded because
they are—in many cases, though not
all—a better way to package, distribute,
and consume a variety of investment
strategies. ETFs tend to be less costly
and more tax-efficient than traditional
open-end mutual funds. They also are
more widely available (given that they
trade on an exchange, like stocks) and
more readily accessible (given that
investors can buy them in amounts as
small as a single share).
ETFs’ gains often have come at others’
expense. Most notably, many sponsors
of traditional actively managed mutual
funds have been suffering outflows for
years. Some of the factors behind their
woes are specific to the strategies they
ply. Many active stock-pickers in the
large-cap growth Morningstar category
(which has been the epicenter of outflows) simply have failed to deliver. But
even many successful funds have hemorrhaged assets.
Another factor explaining active mutual
funds’ woes has been a matter of structure. ETFs’ more tax-friendly profile has
become even more appealing when
framed against the waves of taxable
gains that have been emanating from
active funds in recent years.
Also, ETFs’ broad availability and ready
portability have made them the format of
choice for many independent advisors.

ETFs’ gains often have come at others’ expense. Most
notably, many sponsors of traditional actively managed
mutual funds have been suffering outflows for years.
Active fund franchises are not sitting
idly by in hopes that this storm will subside. Many have entered the ETF arena,
launching active ETFs, strategic-beta
ones, more-vanilla cap-weighted fare,
or participating across all three categories. But some holdouts remain shy. The
key sticking point for many of them is
daily transparency. Actively managed
ETFs are required to disclose their full
portfolios every day to ensure that market makers can quote accurate prices for
the funds in the secondary market and
keep their bid-ask spreads tight. Few
active managers—especially those at the
helm of stock portfolios—are comfortable
with the idea of being the player at the
poker table with a hand on full display.
This requirement has created an opportunity for firms looking to develop new
exchange-traded product (ETP) formats
that attempt to serve up ETFs’ most
appealing features but without the need
for daily transparency. These are commonly referred to as “nontransparent
ETFs,” though this is a misnomer in two
respects. First, these products are subject to the same disclosure requirements
as traditional mutual funds. So, although
they’re less transparent than fully transparent active ETFs, they are every bit as

transparent as other funds. Second,
they’re not all ETFs. Thus, “lesstransparent exchange-traded products”
is a more appropriate name—though I
doubt it will catch on.
In 2019, after years of consideration, the
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) approved several different formats
for such products from Blue Tractor,
Fidelity, NYSE, Precidian, and T. Rowe
Price. A few firms have since filed to
launch new funds that would leverage
these formats. However, as of December
2019, just a small handful of these products were available to investors, all of
which were using Eaton Vance’s
NextShares format. Here, I’ll take a
closer look at how these various formats
of less-transparent ETPs stack up versus
actively managed mutual funds and fully
transparent actively managed ETFs. Are
they a better mousetrap, offering meaningful benefits for investors? Or are they
a solution in search of a problem?

HOW DO LESS-TRANSPARENT
ETPS STACK UP?
FEES
Low costs are a trademark of ETFs. Low fees
are made possible by lower manufacturing,
record-keeping, and distribution costs.
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Table

1

TAX EFFICIENCY ISN’T AN IRONCLAD PROPOSITION
Fee (%)

Assets
($Million)

2018 Capital Gain
as a % of NAV

Median Trailing
3-Year Turnover (%)

ARK Web x.0 ETF ARKW

0.75

431.7

13.20

68

Hull Tactical US ETF HTUS

0.97

47.9

10.29

1,827

Ivy Focused Value NextShares IVFVC

0.78

9.0

9.61

127.5

Al Powered Equity ETF AIEQ

0.77

124.2

9.29

260

Hartford Global Impact NextShares HFGIC

0.69

0.0

7.32

79

Ivy Focused Growth NextShares IVFGC

0.78

14.3

4.97

30

AI Powered International Equity ETF AIIQ

0.79

3.8

3.77

–
154

Arrow DWA Tactical ETF DWAT

1.70

4.5

3.43

WisdomTree Europe Multifactor EUMF

0.43

12.7

3.22

25

ARK Innovation ETF ARKK

0.75

1,731.3

3.22

89

Source: Morningstar

Most ETFs track indexes. Indexlicensing fees tend to be these funds’
largest expense. Index-tracking funds
don’t have to pay teams of portfolio
managers and analysts to scour the earth
for attractive investment opportunities.
They just cut a check to an index provider for a rule book and regular updates
on what to buy, sell, or hold. Thus, manufacturing costs are low.
Active ETFs, however, are a different
story. They need teams of sharp analysts
and portfolio managers and must equip
them with the tools they need to do their
jobs. As such, their manufacturing costs
are relatively greater, which is reflected
in their relatively higher fees.
ETFs also have lower record-keeping
costs, because they don’t maintain
accounts for individual shareholders.
As such, their transfer-agency costs (the
money that funds pay to third parties to
keep tabs on shareholders) are lower relative to open-end mutual funds.
Also, most ETFs don’t have embedded
marketing and distribution costs in the
form of 12b-1 fees. That said, it is
important to note that pay-to-play
arrangements have become more common in the ETF space in recent years.
However, the rake is much smaller than
in the case of mutual funds that pay a
premium for eye-level shelf space in
major distribution outlets. The most
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prominent example of this phenomenon
is the proliferation of commission-free
ETF platforms. In these cases, the payments made by ETF providers aren’t
passed directly to their shareholders, but
they can be thought of as effectively
placing a floor under these funds’ fees.
So, where do less-transparent ETPs
stack up with respect to fees? Generally,
they win versus traditional mutual funds,
given that they don’t levy 12b-1 fees and
their transfer-agency costs are likely to
be lower. However, these same features
apply to fully transparent active ETFs, so
it’s a draw versus the incumbents.

TAX EFFICIENCY
ETFs tend to be more tax-efficient than
mutual funds (Bryan and Johnson
2019). This can be attributed mostly to
their more regular use of in-kind
redemptions. Sending securities out of a
portfolio intact allows fund managers to
avoid unlocking embedded taxable gains
in the course of meeting redemption
requests from departing shareholders.
Although all funds can meet redemption
requests in-kind, it is uncommon for
traditional open-end funds to do so.
For ETFs, it is the normal course of
business.
As it pertains to tax efficiency, fully
transparent active ETFs and lesstransparent ETPs both have a leg up
over active mutual funds. That said,

their ability to leverage their structural
advantage depends in part on external
factors. Most notably, these funds will
need regular two-way cash flows in
order to effectively purge securities with
low-cost-basis positions from their portfolios—that is, consistent, and somewhat
balanced, inflows and outflows. To date,
that hasn’t always been the case for many
fully transparent and less-transparent
active ETPs, especially those with high
levels of turnover. Table 1 shows that
these products’ tax efficiency is not an
ironclad proposition. Although most
actively managed ETPs don’t regularly
distribute taxable gains and all of them
have the potential to be far more taxefficient versus mutual funds (which I’ll
count as a win), there remains the potential for taxable capital gains distributions.
There are important differences between
fully transparent active ETFs and lesstransparent ETPs to consider when it
comes to assessing their prospective tax
efficiency. Fully transparent active ETFs
fall within the scope of the SEC’s ETF
Rule, which took effect in late 2019. The
ETF Rule allows fully transparent active
ETFs to make use of custom creation
and redemption baskets. This allows the
fund’s managers to handpick securities
to include in redemption baskets when
purging positions from their portfolios.
This ability is critical to delivering on
the prospective tax benefits of the ETF
wrapper—especially for higher-turnover
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active funds. It allows these funds’
managers to surgically remove
low-cost-basis positions from their portfolios. Less-transparent ETPs fall
outside the scope of the ETF Rule. As
such, they do not enjoy the flexibility
afforded by custom creation and
redemption baskets. So, when comparing fully transparent ETFs versus
less-transparent ETPs on the basis of
tax efficiency, fully transparent funds
notch a win.

generally more tax-efficient than
open-end mutual funds.

EXTERNALIZING COSTS

Broadly speaking, I view
limiting managers’ palates
compared with open-end
mutual funds as a loss for
both fully transparent
active ETFs and lesstransparent ETPs.

Portfolio transaction costs aren’t directly
measurable, but they can be a significant
drag on funds’ performance. The buying
and selling of securities, whether
prompted by managers’ discretion or
investors regularly entering and leaving
the fund, comes at a cost.
That cost has a few different components:
AA The frictional cost of portfolio turnover, which comprises things such as
brokerage commissions, bid-ask
spreads, and market impact where
trades move market prices away from
the manager
AA The opportunity cost of holding cash
to meet regular redemptions
AA Taxable capital gains distributions are
also a meaningful part of this cost
equation. As funds liquidate securities to meet redemptions or to free up
cash to invest in new securities, they
often will realize sizable taxable capital gains, which are passed on to
shareholders.
In the case of open-end mutual funds,
these costs are borne by ongoing
shareholders. In the case of ETFs,
transaction costs tend to be externalized. Rather than being socialized
across existing shareholders, they are
incurred by investors as they buy and
sell ETF shares in the secondary market. The opportunity cost of holding
cash is usually not a factor, because
ETFs don’t need to hold cash to meet
redemptions. And, as discussed above,
in-kind redemption makes ETFs

When it comes to externalizing real
(commissions) and implicit (cash drag)
costs, less-transparent ETPs are winners
against open-end mutual funds.
However, they are on level footing with
fully transparent active ETFs on this
front—it is a draw between the two.

ETP formats face the same limitations
that ActiveShares does, so they finish in
a draw with fully transparent active ETFs.
I chalk up ActiveShares’ strict limitations
on its investable universe as a loss
against fully transparent active ETFs.

CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
Many of the best active managers know
when adding more assets from new
investors might be detrimental to their
performance. Although closing a fund
when investors are flocking to it can be a
difficult decision from a business perspective, it’s done with fund investors’
best interests in mind. This important
capability is lacking in the case of all
actively managed ETPs. From investors’
point of view, I believe that this is a loss
relative to traditional open-end funds.
Because neither fully transparent ETFs
nor less-transparent ETPs have the ability to turn away new investors, it is a
draw between the two.

OPPORTUNITY SET

TRANSPARENCY

The investment opportunity set for
both fully transparent ETFs and lesstransparent ETPs is limited compared
with traditional open-end mutual funds.
In both cases, limitations on the use of
derivatives and the inability to invest in
private placements limit managers’ ability to showcase their best ideas in an
exchange-traded format. Some lesstransparent ETPs are on an even shorter
leash. For example, the ActiveShares
format is allowed to invest only in securities that trade contemporaneously with
the products themselves (that is, during
U.S. trading hours). Thus, managers’
selection universe is limited to U.S.
stocks, U.S. Treasuries, American depositary receipts, global depositary receipts,
and U.S.-listed ETFs.

I believe that the daily transparency of
most ETFs’ portfolios is generally overrated. Few investors care to know what’s
in their funds’ portfolios on a day-today basis. That said, that information is
invaluable to the market makers that are
tasked with quoting accurate prices and
tight bid-ask spreads for these funds.

Broadly speaking, I view limiting managers’ palates compared with open-end
mutual funds as a loss for both fully
transparent active ETFs and lesstransparent ETPs. The verdict is mixed
for the different less-transparent ETP
formats compared with fully transparent
active ETFs. Not all less-transparent

Less-transparent ETPs either trade via
novel means (NextShares trades at a
spread to end-of-day net asset value) or
otherwise will/would provide less information regarding the makeup of their
portfolios to fewer market participants
on any given day. This was long a key
sticking point for the SEC, which was
rightly concerned that providing less
information to the market would result
in less accurate price quotes and wider
and more volatile spreads. After all, if
market makers don’t have a good handle
on what they’re quoting prices for,
they’re taking bigger risks and would
expect to get paid more for taking
them. Though these fund formats have
measures in place to allay these concerns, it remains to be seen whether
INVESTMENTS & WEALTH MONITOR
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Table
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LESS-TRANSPARENT ACTIVE ETPS—WIN, LOSE, OR DRAW?
Active Mutual Funds

Fully Transparent
Active ETFs

Fees

Win

Draw

Tax efficiency

Win

Lose

Externalizing transaction
costs

Win

Draw

Opportunity set

Lose

Lose/Draw

Capacity management

Lose

Draw

Transparency

Draw

Win

Investment minimums
Availability

Win

Draw

Lose/Win

Lose/Draw

Source: Morningstar

funds using this format will be priced
as efficiently and have spreads comparable to fully transparent active ETFs.
And the SEC has required that these
funds’ prospectuses contain language
that warns investors that they are not
your ordinary ETF.
An ETP format that wouldn’t mandate
daily portfolio disclosure appeals to
many active managers. This would—in
theory—allow them to ward off potential
front-runners and copycats. To the
extent that there are market participants
that would care to front-run these managers’ trades or mimic their every move
and that such activity would be detrimental to returns, less transparency
could be beneficial to shareholders. But
the fact is that most managers are probably flattering themselves if they think
that there are opportunists lurking in the
shadows looking to leach off their
brilliance.
When it comes to transparency, lesstransparent ETPs are in a draw with
traditional open-end funds. The portfolio disclosure requirements are the same.
Relative to fully transparent active ETFs,
less-transparent ETPs notch a win. But
this win, in my opinion, is a victory for
active managers worried about daily disclosure. We don’t have enough data to
say whether investors in these products
will benefit from less-frequent portfolio
disclosure. My concern is that they may
wind up losing a bit if bid-ask spreads
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do indeed wind up being wider and
more volatile relative to fully transparent
active ETFs.

INVESTMENT MINIMUMS
Investors can buy ETFs in an amount
as small as a single share. This is substantially lower than the minimum
investment requirement for most mutual
funds—though investment minimums
for some have been reduced to similarly
low levels in recent years. Compared
with most actively managed mutual
funds, less-transparent ETPs notch a
win with their single-share minimum
investment; against fully transparent
active ETFs, it is a draw.

AVAILABILITY
ETFs are broadly available to a large
spectrum of investors given that they
trade on an exchange, like stocks do.
Anyone with a brokerage account can
choose any fund off the ETF menu.
Mutual fund distribution is far more
fragmented. Depending on the channel
in question, investors’ choice is likely
limited to a select subset of the full
offering.
This is an area where less-transparent
ETPs get a mixed report card. Owing to
its novel trading mechanism, NextShares’
distribution is limited. Only a small handful of platforms have made the necessary
investment to allow their clients to access
these products. Limited distribution has
hampered this format’s growth. Other

formats will trade on an exchange like
conventional ETFs.
Given the different manner in which the
less-transparent ETPs trade, it is a split
decision on how these formats stack up
with respect to availability. NextShares
loses relative to both open-end mutual
funds as well as fully transparent ETFs.
The others are winners versus mutual
funds but finish in a draw relative to
fully transparent active ETFs.

WIN, LOSE, OR DRAW?
Table 2 summarizes my assessment of
how less-transparent ETPs stack up
against open-end mutual funds and
fully transparent active ETFs. These new
formats are a clear improvement over
traditional open-end mutual funds in
many respects. Their clearest advantages are their lower costs and the
potential to be more tax-efficient. That
said, it’s not clear that they are an
improvement over fully transparent
actively managed ETFs—at least not
from an investor’s perspective. Their
biggest win over fully transparent active
ETFs is that they skirt the need to disclose their portfolios daily. In my mind,
this is more a victory for asset managers
than their investor clients. Ultimately,
I’m not convinced that these formats are
a better mousetrap for packaging and
distributing active strategies than fully
transparent active ETFs. In my opinion,
these formats are a solution in search of
a problem—one that’s faced by product
manufacturers.
Ben Johnson, CFA®, is director of Global ETF
Research at Morningstar Research Services,
LLC. He earned a BA in economics from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Contact him
at ben.johnson@morningstar.com.
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